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  Abstract--Data Sensing and Data Transmission in the sensors remains active during 

the whole process by dynamically adjusting its sensing rate and transmission based on the 

available energy. In existing system to improve the energy efficiency for transmitting data, 

most of the existing optimal data sensing and routing strategies attempt to find the 

minimum energy path between a source and a sink to achieve optimal energy consumption. 

In this paper, we propose a Balanced Energy Allocation Scheme (BEAS) for managing the 

energy use so that all sensors can effectively utilize the harvested energy and Distributed 

Sensing Rate and Routing Control (DSR2C) algorithm for choosing. Each sensor using 

balanced energy allocation scheme and optimization data collection algorithm for dynamic 

sensing the rate and routing control algorithm in one dimensional network and energy 

management, data sensing and routing in RSNs. The best energy path to transmit the data 

without energy loss.  In these algorithms, we introduce that the sensor dynamically adjusts 

its Sensing rate depending upon the energy. In this process effectively transfer the value 

data to the sink. Data transmission to be considered transmit sensory data to sink. But 

physical information will be more accuracy Data transmit first data sensing level based 

depends upon energy level will low and it depends the works coverage will be reconstructed 

then will be transmit data. As both of will be concerned to transmit should be optimized. 

One method will be send the data based on neighbor communications and another method 

to transmit the data depends on the convergence rate in a large-scale sensor network it 

mean large distance to send the message. 

 

Index Terms - EEN, BEAS, DSR2C, Sink 
 

INTRODUCTION 
   

 DATA gathering optimization was previously have addressed in battery powered WSNs [7]. 
A popular approach is to be jointly optimize data sensing and data transmission globally by using 
cross-layer optimization. As the energy budget of each sensor is given initially, problem can be  
Formulated as a deterministic optimization problem. However, energy arrival a teach sensor 
intrinsically stochastic in RSN. To optimize data gathering, sensors have to dynamically 
determine their sensing and transmission strategies in order to fully utilize the harvested energy 
according to the instant profile of energy arrival. These unique features make data gathering in 
RSNs a radically new and challenging problem, which is far from data gathering in battery-
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powered WSNs. In this paper, we seek to optimize data gathering in RSNs by jointly considering 
data sense 
Nag and data transmission. Existing works either assumed a static network topology or 
considered data sensing and data transmission independently. For example, Liu et al. proposed a 
distributed algorithm to jointly compute a routing structure and a high lexicographic rate 
assignment, provided that the available logical links are predetermined [12].According to the 
amount of available energy, each sensor can adaptively adjust its transmit energy consumption 
within a certain range during network operation to improve the efficiency of data gathering by 
selecting optimal sensing rate and routing. The dynamic feature of network topology should be 
taken into account to improve the efficiency of data gathering. In addition, since sensors should 
communicate with each other to compute the optimal data sensing and data transmission upon 
different energy allocation, 1 changing the energy allocation frequently may bring extra energy 
cost for communication and computation. Thus, the extra energy cost, as well as the 
computational complexity, should be taken into consideration. The objective of this paper is to 
design an algorithm for data gathering optimization via dynamic sensing and routing (Doors) that 
can maximize data gathering (in the form of utility) by jointly optimizing energy allocation, data 
sensing and data transmission for each sensor while taking the dynamic Data gathering 
optimization was previously addressed in battery-powered WSNs [7]–[11]. Christo Ananth et al. 
[4] discussed about a method, In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), because of the 
nonexistence of end-to-end connections, it is essential that nodes take advantage of connection 
opportunities to forward messages to make end-to-end messaging possible. Thus, it is crucial to 
make sure that nodes have incentives to forward messages for others, despite the fact that the 
routing protocols in VANETs are different from traditional end-to-end routing protocols. In this 
paper, stimulation of message forwarding in VANETs is concerned. This approach is based on 
coalitional game theory, particularly, an incentive scheme for VANETs is proposed and with this 
scheme, following the routing protocol is in the best interest of each node. In addition, a 
lightweight approach is proposed for taking the limited storage space of each node into 
consideration. To optimize data gathering, sensors have to dynamically determine their sensing 
and transmission strategies in order to fully utilize the harvested energy according to the instant 
profile of energy arrival. These unique features make data gathering in RSNs a radically new and 
challenging problem, which is far from data gathering in battery-powered WSNs. Existing works 
either assumed a static network topology or considered data sensing and data transmission 
independently. For example, Liu et al. proposed a distributed algorithm to jointly compute a 
routing structure and a high lexicographic rate assignment, provided that the available logical 
links are predetermined [12]. In practice, according to the amount of available energy, each 
sensor can adaptively adjust it’s transmit energy consumption within a certain range during 
network operation to improve the efficiency of data gathering by selecting optimal sensing rate 
and routing. Therefore, the dynamic feature of network topology should be taken into account to 
improve the efficiency of data gathering. In addition, since sensors should communicate with 
each other to compute the optimal data sensing and data transmission upon different energy 
allocation, changing the energy allocation frequently may bring extra energy cost for 
communication and computation. Thus, the extra energy cost, as well as the computational 
complexity, should be taken into consideration. The objective of this paper is to design an 
algorithm for data gathering optimization via dynamic sensing and routing (Doors) that can 
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maximize data gathering (in the form of utility) by jointly optimizing energy allocation, data 
sensing and data transmission for each sensor while taking the dynamic. 

 
 

RELATED WORK 
  

 Recently, many works on data optimization and routing in WSN the efficiency problem has a 
crossed layer design. The main goal is to maximize of optimizing data gathering by joint of 
optimal energy allocations scheme. Zhang et.al. Has proposed the to the instant profile of energy 
arrival. These unique features make data gathering in RSNs a radically new and challenging 
problem, which is far from data gathering in battery-powered WSNs. In this paper, we seek to 
optimize data gathering in RSNs by jointly considering data sensing and data transmission. 
Existing works either assumed a static network topology or distribute algorithm has been jointly 
optimize the energy management system and data sensing and routing. Network traffic in sensor 
networks is typically low, thus we assume that the link capacity is large enough to support data 
transmission. 
 The data will be saved and there is no wastage in time. In the before work there is loss of 
data and there is congestion while transmitting from node to node and the data to be send from 
one node to another has la loss in path which has no dimension. From one direction to sink it has 
to be reach but the energy is not sufficient that the energy is not remain in the battery. 

Only consider the energy consumption for transmitting, Receiving and sensing in this 
paper. Each sensor can adjust static network topology or considered data sensing and data either 
assumed a static network topology or distribute algorithm has been jointly optimize transmission 
its transmit energy consumption within a certain range to establish a new logical link with 
another sensor and the nodes is the main diagnose then the abstract has to be entered and the sink 
receives the data and stores in the high received side. 

 

PROPOSED WORK 
 

 In this paper, we propose a Balanced Energy Allocation Scheme (BEAS) for managing the 
energy use so that all sensors can effectively utilize the harvested energy and Distributed Sensing 
Rate and Routing Control (DSR2C) algorithm for choosing the best energy path to transmit the 
data without much energy loss.  In these algorithms we introduce that the sensor dynamically 
adjust its sensing rate depending upon the energy. Each sensor consists of a solar cell or device, a 
rechargeable battery and a wireless module. Here we sends the data to sink using one 
dimensional network, so it cannot divert to other sensors, it will go straightly to sink. Another 
process of rout finding is depends on its coverage. In this process effectively transfer the value 
data to the sink. Data transmit first data sensing level based depends upon energy level will low 
and it depends the works  coverage will be reconstruct then will be transmit data. One method 
will be send the data based on neighbor. In this distance based route finding process, every 
sensor has a distance and a coverage neighbor sensors a queue is maintained for each be reduced 
depends upon the data length. Energy level will be reduced automatically recharge from solar 
cell for each sensor. Sensors are dedicated to send the sensed information to the and Distributed 
sensing rate and communications and another method to transmit the data depends on the 
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convergence rate in a large scale sensor network it mean large distance to send the message Sink 
continuously the neighbors in the range which has maximum energy and sends the information to 
that node sensor which got the information follows the same procedure to send to the next node 
in the neighbors. Energy of each sensor by dynamically choosing the path based on the energy. 

 

ARCHITECTURE 

 
   

Fig 1: Energy Efficient Design 

 in this figure the sink is divided into more sensors with energy path. Each sensor has a 
certain distance, the sensor is automatically chargeable in day time and data can send with high 
speed and night time it can’t be rechargeable but the data can be send with low speed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Flow from node to sink 
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routing control algorithm (DSR2C).The Balanced energy allocation scheme, the data is 
consumed 60 % for sending and 40% for receiving then for Distributed sensing rate and routing 
control algorithm it can analyze the streams of nodes in the coverage area which identifies the 
number of nodes participating in the data transmission then it organize the neighboring nodes 
and it changes the topology based on the energy efficient manner. 

All the flows are unidirectional as one sensor only relays data for other sensors, which are 
farther from sink node connected to the power source. Therefore, there is no variable associated 
with sink node if all the sensors satisfy the flow conservation constraint energy allocation is 
reachable and uninterrupted.  

Each sensor never runs out of energy, since running out of energy means the interruption 
of the continuous sensing. Design a Doors, which consists of an efficient energy allocation 
scheme and an optimal sensing rate and routing algorithm. 
 
 

 

Fig 3: Transmission Flow 
 

RESULT 

 

 Thus by using the algorithms and routing techniques we have overcome the data loss and 
waste of Time in previous work. In enhancement the utility based relay node selection in 
rechargeable sensor network. In Future enhancement Data sensing, Reliable data transmission 
and reduce the transmission overhead.  
 
 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND    COST ANALYSIS 
 

Previous work 

 
 

In the above diagram in the table the components and the featured values that now is being 
increases and the un constant flow of the work is then derived and then checked by the present 
system and then get increased by using the algorithm.  
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Present work 

Solar 
panel 

37*33mm2 β 0.01221/kb 

βmax 345mWh(1209.4) µ 0.0003 

α(31) 3.21 ere/en 0.9823/0.02311/kb 

   

In the above table it shows the simulation, the distance between the two nodes d=15m the total 
amount of harvested energy for 5days is 976.12mWh, Quick Fix with snap It and DELX, 
respectively. It can be observed that sensor under Quick Fix with Snap It allocated do not need to 
communicate with each other directly will be established to calculate the optimal data sensing 
and data transmission energy by BEAS are much larger than that by Quick Fix for each cycle, 
and snap. 
 Aij = ∑arch/tots 
 Ack = ∑Hcl/rtf 
 

 It adapts the establish all the available logical links to can reduce information exchange 
between them. The goal of the deactivating action is to decrease the unnecessary calculate the 
optimal data sensing rate with the goal of maintaining with snap It or DLEX at most slots. Runs 
out of energy at some slots for each cycle the adapts the sensing rate of the battery is maintained 
at certain level. 

Exhibits the results of network utility for each day. Larger than those under other two 
algorithms. Increased by adjusting the transmit energy consumption of each sensor to establish. 
All these demonstrate that the performance It can be seen that sensors under because sensors 
under Quick Fix with SnagIt run out of energy and stop working at some slots. Be found that 
with the increase of the number of sensors, the total amount of data be seen from that DSRC 
(Long) obtains the highest average amount of utility. 

Assume that the energy cost for communication and computation for which does not take 
the extra energy cost into consideration, they may incur does not take the extra energy cost into 
consideration, the maximal virtual battery level allocation changes.  

The optimal data sensing and data transmission under BEAS will change. Since too much 
extra energy 
 

 
Algorithm Balanced Energy Allocation Scheme 
 
  
For  m=1, 2, M 
Sensor nodes update virtual battery 
Sensor node updates the bounds, βd

own (t) and βj
ump (t) 

Energy allocation Bam (t+1) 
t=t (t+1)  
 Until m1 (t) = m2 (t) = 0 
 Return Bam = Bam (t) 
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Quick Fix with SnagIt reaches zero at some consecutive strongest performance of the network, 
so the total amount of minimal and maximal sensing been spent. With the decreasing of maximal 
transmission distance, the energy. 

Utilization sensors under DSR2C can better utilize the harvested energy than those under 
slots, which means that sensor has run out of energy and energy. Since the harvested energy can 
be reserved to power the sensor cannot provide data service. 
 same wireless module, such as TELUS from Crossbow topology control scheme to 
decrease the message exchange by deactivating for each cycle, and SnagIt adapts the sensing rate 
with the goal of maintaining the battery at a desired the unused established sensor can be treated 
as increasing function of number of sensors that will be lower than the maximal battery level, 
which increases the average variation of the energy. 
 

CONCLUSION 

Thus we design two algorithm BEAS and DSR2C for effectively utilizing the available 
energy and choose the path to sink that best suits to save the energy. By using Rechargeable 
battery the algorithm use will be distributed the energy to all the nodes equally and can get the 
energy to sense and transmit the data.  To sense the data rates and flow rates using 
decomposition while taking the dynamic of network topology. In future enhancement we are 
going to increase the storage of energy from natural source and the data will not be lost while 
transmitting to neighbor nodes one another until reaches sink.  It depends upon energy to use 
manage it distribute the data, energy consumption and maximize network lifetime in one 
dimensional network. The nodes get efficient energy and the energy is saved and used 
efficiently while transmitting the data from one node to another and then to the sink. 
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